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Cognitive biases in MT based methods
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Cognitive biases in MT based methods
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Cognitive bias is the phenomenon in which the model persists in mispredictions, caused by overfitting to wrong 
supervision signals [1]. 

[1] Liu F, Tian Y, Chen Y, et al. ACPL: Anti-curriculum pseudo-labelling for semi-supervised medical image classification[C]//Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition. 2022: 20697-20706.
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Experiments

Effects of different components.

“V” refers to VNet

“R” refers to 3D-ResVNet

V-m-R refers  integrating VNet and 3D-ResNet with the averaging operation
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Experiments

consistency regularization  VS  training and DCPLG pseudo label training



Conclusion

We propose a new framework called MCF for semi-supervised medical image segmentation, which enables the 

network to be aware of its own mistakes and perform bias correction through inter-subnet interactions.

The CDR takes the difference predictions of the subnets as potential bias areas and guides the network to review 

and correct them.

The DCPLG is used to dynamically select pseudo-label generators to improve the quality of pseudo-labels. 


